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Four Points for Presentation: 

1. Murmurs of Discomfort in Other Films. Maybe technology 
doesn’t have all the answers? 

2. Helpful Starting Place: Full Sense of Subjectivity in Foucault’s 
“care of self.”  

3.  Roots of Technological Prosthesis: Reduction of “care of 
self” to “knowledge of self” 

4. Examples of everyday technologies



Film: Gravity 



Film: Ad Astra 



Technology (English) = French “technologie” and “technique 

Drawing from Greek “techne” =  art or craft 

Summary: technology/technique = art, craft, method or practice 
by which an individual constructs himself or herself; not self-
created but found in society

Terminology on Technology



Technologies of Production

Technologies of Sign Systems

Technologies of Power

Technologies of Self

Foucault’s Four Types of Technologies



“But don’t lose heart. If you were fifty when you realized it, then it 
would be hard for you to cultivate yourself [epimelêthênai sautou], 

but now you’re just the right age to see it”

(Plato, Alcibiades, line 127e)

Note: “epimelêthênai” (verb) and “epimeleia” (noun) =  
melo (to attend to) and epi (upon)



Three Themes of Care of Self  
(from Foucault’s reading of Plato’s Alcibiades)

First Theme: Social 
and Political 
Community



Second Theme: 
Education including 
both intellectual and 
physical training

Three Themes of Care of Self  
(from Foucault’s reading of Plato’s Alcibiades)



Three Themes of Care of Self  
(from Foucault’s reading of Plato’s Alcibiades)

Third Theme:  
Knowledge of Self 
[gnôthi seauton] 

Care of Soul 

Contemplation and 
spiritual exercises



 “The ‘Cartesian moment’ … functioned in two ways … by philosophically 
requalifying the “gnôthi seauton” (know yourself), and by discrediting 
the “epimeleia heautou” (care of the self)” (Foucault, Hermeneutics of 
the Subject, p. 14) 

There has been an inversion between the hierarchy of the two principles 
of antiquity, “Take care of yourself” and “Know thyself.” In Greco-
Roman culture knowledge of oneself appeared as the consequence of 
taking care of yourself. In the modern world, knowledge of oneself 
constitutes the fundamental principle. (Foucault, Technologies of Self, p. 
22)

Reduction of “Care of Self” (epimeleia heautou) to  
“Knowledge of Self”(gnôthi seauton)



Digital Access to Information 

Wikipedia 

Geography Blogs

Examples of  
Everyday Technologies



Digital Books

Video Chats



Prayer Apps

Apple Watch

Wii Fit

Examples of  
Everyday Technologies
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